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SSC GEAR SHIFT CABLE – TOYOTA POWERED ELISE & EXIGE 
DISCLAIMER 
Every product Simply Sports Cars sells meets very high expectations for quality, manufacture, safety 
and reliability however all products are sold with the complete purchaser(s) understanding that 
motor-sport or driving can be dangerous, resulting in damage, personal injury or death to yourself or 
others.  
 
No warranty or representation is made as to a product’s ability to protect the user from injury or 
death.  The effectiveness, warranty and longevity of a product sold by Simply Sports Cars, is directly 
related to the manner in which it is installed, used and/or maintained. The user assumes this risk.  
 
Simply Sports Cars accepts no liability (to the extent permitted by law) for any loss, damage or injury 
arising as a consequence of installing or using a product we have supplied, or from any advice given. 
This applies to installation by Simply Sports Cars any 3rd party - e.g. a service garage or workshop. 
 
Due to the stresses your vehicle may encounter during fast-driving or motorsport-oriented activities 
which include but are not limited to Track Days, Hillclimbs, Sprinting and Rallies, Simply Sports Cars 
will not guarantee the performance of products sold or the reliability or durability of your vehicle 
when used for these activities. Simply Sports Cars will not be liable for any losses incurred due to the 
failure of components or services provided when a vehicle has been used for motorsport or 
competition purposes. 
 
These conditions will be governed in accordance with the law in force in the State of New South 
Wales and any applicable Federal Legislation and the parties hereby submit to the non-exclusive 
jurisdiction of the Courts of New South Wales and to any Federal Courts. 
 
If any terms in these conditions shall for any reason be declared or become unenforceable, invalid or 
illegal for any reason, the other terms and provisions of the conditions shall remain in full force and 
effect as if the conditions never included the unenforceable, invalid or illegal terms. 
 
Please read the fitting instructions in full before attempting the installation! 
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KIT CONTENTS 
� 1 x SSC Shift Cable 
� 1 x ¼” fixing bolt 
� 3 x Washers 
� 1 x Washer 
� 1 x C Clip 

TOOLS REQUIRED 
1. M8 + M13 Socket (Undertray) 
2. Phillips Screwdriver 
3. T20 Torx Bit 
4. PZ2 Pozi Drive Bit 
5. Ratcheting Screwdriver or ¼” spanner for the Pozi Bit 
6. Needle Nose Pliers 
7. 2.5mm Alen Key 
8. Hack saw  

PROCEDURE 
1. If possible remove the passenger seat as it is a lot easier to access the shroud and help with 

cable removal with the extra room.  
2. Remove the Aluminium gear lever knob and handbrake sleeve by unscrewing the retaining 

grub screws from the front side of the gear knob and the underside of the hand brake 
sleeve. The sleeve will slide off and the shifter knob will turn off as it is also threaded   

3. Remove the two torques screws at each side at the front of the console shroud.  
4. Take off the small tray at the rear of the console by removing the screw inside it then the 2 

inside it and unplug the Aux power socket so the tray can be removed.  
5. Pull handbrake up fully so that the console shroud has the best chance of lifting off over the 

shift lever. Un hook the reverse gate release cable and remove the console over the gear 
lever and the handbrake. Remember to unclip the door locking switch and potentially the 
traction control switch before pulling the console too far up. 

6. The Shift cable is the upper cable at the gear lever end and the lower cable is the Cross-gate 
Cable. Prise both cables off at the ball joint socket from the ball pin on the gear lever, using a 
10mm spanner. 

7. Using a ratcheting screwdriver or a ¼” Spanner and #2 Pozi Drive bit remove the 4 small 
screws that hold the plastic abutment block in the mounting frame (Figure 1) Grabbing hold 
of both cables pull them upwards so that the upper shift cable clears the mounting frame, 
then remove the shift cable from the plastic block. It may be necessary to remove the park 
brake switch from the frame to get the cables high enough (Figure 2) 
 
NOTE: Pozi bits ARE different to Phllips bits. The profile is different and you risk rounding off 
the screw if the wrong bit is used!  
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Figure 1                                                            Figure 2                                                             

8. Jack rear of car as per the factory jacking instructions and remove the rear diffuser and 
under tray. 

9. Under the car you will need to remove the bracket retaining the gear cables, and on some 
cars cut a cable tie on the back side of the gearbox.  

10. At the gearbox end, remove the C-clip holding the cable onto the gearbox using needle nose 
pliers to lift the C-clip out of the guide that sits in the zinc plated bracket.  Use the needle 
nose pliers to also remove the R-clip from the cable end. Keep the R-Clip for the new cable. 

11. The cable should now be free so remove it from the rear of the car. This can be tricky with 
one person so have an extra person inside the car to help guide the cable out. It helps to 
loosen the two M10 bolts that hold the gear lever frame together, it provides more room to 
allow the cable through. 

12. With the old cable removed hold the new SSC cable up against it. Line up the the 2 mounting 
points (i.e. the C-Clip mount and the slot in the other end which is held by the abutment 
block) Adjust the tow rod ends on the SSC cable to achieve the same over all cable length. 
More adjustment may be required later but this will get you close.  

13. At the gear lever, if the ball joint isn’t held in using a nut use a hacksaw (or similar) cut the 
back side of the ball pin flush with the gear lever bracket (Figure 3 shows this once cut), and 
then twist it out. Once released run a ¼’ drill carefully through the hole. (must be exact ¼” 
drill, not metric). We supply a new ¼” fixing bolt (Figure 4) 

 
Figure 3                               Figure 4 
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14. Feed new cable through bulkhead from engine bay into the gear shift frame, again having 
someone to guide it through. Slide the cable hub into the plastic abutment block, push it 
back into place and secure it with the 4 screws. 

15. Attach the rose joint of the cable to the gear lever using the fixing bolt supplied in a fashion 
shown in Figure 2. 

16. Connect new cable to gearbox following the same path as the crossgate cable under the 
gearbox and through same cable retainers. 

17. Fix the shift cable guide C-clip, then R-clip at the lever on the gearbox, then tighten the 
locking nut on the Rose joint bolt. 

18. If adjustment is required then this is done via the Rose joint at the gear lever end. Release 
the Rose joint locking nut and release the bolt holding the rose joint to the gear lever and 
turn the rose joint to the desired position. Then re-fit rose joint bolt and tighten the locking 
nut. This method ensures that cable does not get twisted. 

19. Re-fit the bracket and a cable ties under the car and refit the under tray. 
20. Refit gear shift console, rear console tray, gear lever knob and handbrake sleeve in the 

reverse order it was removed. NB Remember to tighten the two M10 bolts that hold the 
gear lever frame together before putting the console on. Also remember to reconnect the 
door locking switch before putting the console back on. 

21.  Figure 3 + 4 are schematics of the shift cable fixing points, the gear lever and the gearbox 
end. 

 
Figure 5 
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Figure 6 

 

Note: These steps become almost second nature to us after the first or 2nd install of any product we 
develop. If you feel we have missed any steps or anything could be explained in more detail please 
send your feedback or questions through to stu@simplysportscars.com  
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